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Objective: To determine rates of suicide associated with pregnancy by the type of pregnancy.

Design: Register linkage study. Information on suicides in women of reproductive age was linked with the Finnish birth, abortion, and hospital discharge registers to find out how many women who committed suicide had had a completed pregnancy during her last year of life.

Setting: Nationwide data from Finland.


Results: There were 73 suicides associated with pregnancy, representing 5.4% of all suicides in women in this age group. The mean annual suicide rate was 11.3 per 100,000. The suicide rate associated with birth was significantly lower (5.9) and the rates associated with miscarriage (18.1) and induced abortion (34.7) were significantly higher than in the population. The risk associated with birth was higher among teenagers and that associated with abortion was increased in all age groups. Women who had committed a suicide tended to come from lower social classes and were more likely to be unmarried than other women who had had a completed pregnancy.

Conclusions: The increased risk of suicide after an induced abortion indicates either common risk factors for both or harmful effects of induced abortion on mental health.
Key messages

- The risk of suicide after birth is half of that among women of reproductive age in general
- Suicides are more common after a miscarriage and especially after an induced abortion than in the general population
- Increased risk for suicide after an abortion indicates either common risk factors for both or harmful effects of induced abortion on mental health

Introduction

Childbirth has an impact on the mental health of women. Short term postnatal "blues" are experienced by 45-70% of women.\(^1\)\(^2\) An increased risk of non-psychotic depression after a delivery has been reported.\(^3\)\(^4\) The incidence of puerperal psychosis is 1.7 per 1000 live births.\(^5\) The initial stress effect of having a child, however, is transitional, and overall having a child has positive effects on women's mental health.\(^6\)

Reports of mental complications after an induced abortion are controversial. Puerperal psychosis is rare (0.3 per 1000 abortions), but depression is more common (13-41%).\(^5\) Long term follow up studies, however, have documented more positive reactions and fewer undesirable feelings than short term studies.\(^7\)

Less is known about the effects of miscarriage on mental health. A normal grief period is said to be from 6 to 12 months, but in some cases delayed, unresolved, and pathological grief may remain for years.\(^8\)

There are only a few studies on suicides associated with pregnancy.\(^9\) The main reason may be the difficulty of getting reliable information on pregnancy before death\(^10\) and the relative rarity of suicides compared with other mental problems. The most reliable way to collect information on deaths related to pregnancy seems to be register linkage.\(^11\)

We determined the incidence of suicides up to one year after the end of a pregnancy by using national health registers. We analysed suicide rates by the type of pregnancy (birth, induced abortion, or miscarriage) and by background characteristics of the mothers.

Subjects and methods

Information on all deaths (n=9192) of women of childbearing age (15-49 years) in Finland in 1987-94 was extracted from the register of death certificates. Of these, 1347 had suicide as the main cause of death. No death had suicide as a contributing cause. The suicides were linked to the medical birth register (519...
139 births in 1987-94), to the abortion register (117 139 abortions in 1986-94), and to the hospital discharge register (9 881 254 discharges in 1986-94) by using the mother's unique identification number to find evidence of termination of a pregnancy in the year before her death. The follow up period of one year was chosen according to the current definition of late maternal death. We found 73 suicides associated with pregnancy. Ten violent and 16 non-violent deaths with unclear cause and 55 accidents associated with pregnancy were not included in the analysis.

The death certificate register, collected by Statistics Finland, is based on death certificates written by physicians. All the death certificates are checked by forensic specialists and by medical experts at Statistics Finland. Information on age, cause of death, residence, and occupation (in 1987) was gathered from the death certificates.

Data on births since 1987 were obtained from the medical birth register. Information on the mother's marital status, occupation (since October 1990), education (in 1991), and on the newborn's perinatal health was derived from this source. The register is complete, and its quality of data is high. Data on abortions and on women's marital status and social class on the basis of the women's own occupations were gathered from the register on abortions. More than 99% of abortions are registered, and the quality of data is high for the variables used in this study.

The Finnish Hospital Discharge Register gave information on all miscarriages (International Classification of Diseases, ninth revision, codes 630-632, 634, and 637) and extrauterine pregnancies (code 633) treated in hospitals. In 1986, data on 5% of all admissions to hospital were missing, but 99% of admissions for mental disorders and all admissions related to pregnancy, childbirth, or puerperium were reported correctly. Information on hospital admissions and diagnoses was collected from this register. Because the number of extrauterine pregnancies was low they were combined with miscarriages. If a woman had been pregnant when she committed suicide the case could have been found in our data only if she was admitted to hospital at some time during pregnancy or if the pregnancy was mentioned in the death certificate. As no such cases were found, suicides during pregnancy were not included in our analysis.

Suicides occurring within a given year were calculated per 100 000 births, abortions, and miscarriages by age groups. The annual suicide rate per 100 000 women in the age group 15-49 years and in each age group was used as a reference. The risks of suicide by the outcome of pregnancy were compared with odds ratios. Differences in timing of the suicide and socioeconomical differences were tested with $\chi^2$ test. Table 1 gives details of Finnish women who were pregnant during the study period.
Results

Among the women of childbearing age 1347 suicides represented 15% of all deaths. In the 73 suicides associated with pregnancy in our data information on outcome of pregnancy was mentioned in only 11% of the death certificates. Two suicides were connected with infanticide, and one suicide was connected with a preterm birth resulting in a neonatal death. In total, 30 suicides were committed after women gave birth (42%), 29 after an abortion (40%), and 14 after a miscarriage (19%), of which two were after an extrauterine pregnancy. The risk of suicide was at its highest during the two first months after the end of pregnancy (table 2). The difference between the two first months and two following months was significant (P<0.05). Of all suicides in women aged 15-49 every 19th was related to an ended pregnancy (table 3). For each pregnancy the risk of a suicide was 11 per 100 000 ended pregnancies. This risk was highest in the age group 35-39 and lowest in age group 30-34.

Among younger women, who overall had a lower risk of suicide but higher rates of pregnancy, suicides associated with pregnancy were proportionally more common. The suicide rate associated with birth was 5.9 per 100 000 births and for associated abortions was 34.7 per 100 000 abortions, giving an odds ratio of 5.9 compared with births (95% confidence interval 3.6 to 9.9). The suicide rate associated with miscarriages was 18.1 (3.3; 1.8 to 6.3).

Among women aged less than 20 years, the suicide rates both after a birth and after an abortion were higher than in the same age group in the general population (table 4, figure 1). In the age group 20-34 the rate of suicide associated with birth was lower than the total suicide rate and the rate associated with abortions and miscarriage. After the age 35, the suicide rate increased for abortions. The same was true for miscarriages in the age group 40-49.
In 63% (46) of all suicides associated with pregnancy women were living in urban areas. This equals the proportion of all women giving birth, but it is smaller than the proportion who have abortions (74%; P=0.09). The stated reasons for the abortion in suicide cases did not differ from those for all abortions; over 80% were performed because of social reasons. In our data on suicide no abortion was performed for fetal abnormality.

Six per cent of women who gave birth were single and 1% divorced, but among women who committed suicide 19% were single (P=0.001) and 7% divorced (P<0.001). For suicides after an abortion the proportion of unmarried (that is, single or cohabiting) women was 41% compared with 62% of all women who had had an abortion (P=0.011). The proportion of divorced women, however, was reversed: 24% compared with 10% (P=0.004).

Complete information on social class was available only for suicides associated with abortion: 61% of these women belonged to the lowest of three social groups, while 41% of all women who had had an abortion belonged to this group (P=0.06)

**Discussion**

In this study information from death certificates was linked with national health registers to find out the recent reproductive history of women of childbearing age who had committed suicide. In only 11% of suicides was an ended pregnancy mentioned in the death certificate. This shows that the data linkage was necessary to get complete information.

Our data may underestimate the number of suicides associated with pregnancy. We used the official cause of death to define a suicide. Apart from the 73 pregnancy associated suicides, there were also 26 pregnancy associated deaths with an unclear cause and 55 accidents. Some of these cases might have been suicides, but it would be difficult to re-examine the actual cause of death after the event. Other studies suggest that the official rate of suicide is underestimated by up to 10%.17
In total, 15% of all deaths in women were suicides. This equals the proportions in Sweden and in Norway (15-16% of all deaths among women aged 15-44) but is higher than in some other countries in northern Europe, Australia, and the United States (6-12%) and in southern Europe (1-4%).

Our data showed that the suicide rate associated with birth was half of the general suicide rate in women aged 15-49. This suggests that childbearing prevents suicide or that women capable of giving birth are not at high risk for suicide. The only exception might be teenage mothers, whose suicide rate associated with birth was three times the general rate in this age group. This is, however, a tentative finding because of small numbers.

The suicide rate after an abortion was three times the general suicide rate and six times that associated with birth. Similarly, the rate of psychiatric admissions within three months after the end of pregnancy was 53% higher in women who delivered than in women who had had an induced abortion in a Danish register study.

We were not able to assess an exact suicide rate after miscarriage because only those women who were admitted to hospital for miscarriage are registered. Our estimate is unbiased if we assume that the site of care is not correlated to the risk of suicide. The suicide rate was found to be slightly higher than the general suicide rate and higher than the rate after a birth. Our data suggest that miscarriage is not as important a risk factor as abortion but clearly more important than birth.

A literature review for years 1943-80 showed that 1.8% of women who committed suicide and were of childbearing age were pregnant. If this figure were true now in Finland, the number of women committing suicide while pregnant would be 24, and a quarter of cases would be missing from our data, which included only completed pregnancies.

Low social class and poor social support have been connected with risk factors for suicide after birth. The risk for postnatal depression is greater for women with low income or with occupational instability, and puerperal psychoses are more common among young mothers and women with poor social support. Social class has also been found to be associated with all mental disorders after an abortion. Data from the abortion register showed that women in the lowest social class were highly over-represented among women who committed suicide. We did not, however, have complete information on social class in our data. No control group for social class after birth and miscarriage and for the general population was available. In addition, the social class was based only on the mother's occupation.

The proportion of divorced women who commit suicide was more than double after an abortion and eight-fold after a birth, which suggests that low social
support is associated with suicide. Similarly, in a Danish study, a fivefold rate in admissions to psychiatric hospitals after abortion was found for separated, divorced, or widowed women compared with that of other women.\textsuperscript{10}

The relation between suicide, mental disorders, life events, social class, and social support is a complex one.\textsuperscript{22} Abortion might mean a selection of women at higher risk for suicide because of reasons like depression. Another explanation for the higher suicide rate after an abortion could be low social class, low social support, and previous life events or that abortion is chosen by women who are at higher risk for suicide because of other reasons. Increased risk for a suicide after an induced abortion can, besides indicating common risk factors for both, result from a negative effect of induced abortion on mental wellbeing. With our data, however, it was not possible to study the causality more carefully. Our data clearly show, however, that women who have experienced an abortion have an increased risk of suicide, which should be taken into account in the prevention of such deaths.
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